Museum Hours
MONDAY
10 a.m. — 5 p.m.
TUESDAY
CLOSED
WEDNESDAY
10 a.m. — 5 p.m.
THURSDAY
10 a.m. — 5 p.m.
FRIDAY
10 a.m. — 5 p.m.
SATURDAY
11 a.m. — 5 p.m.
SUNDAY
11 a.m. — 5 p.m.

Admission Prices
ADULTS (13+)
$15.00
TRIBAL, SENIOR (62+), MILITARY,
STUDENT (13 & OVER)
$10.00
YOUTH (4-12)
$5.00
CHILD (3 & UNDER)
FREE

Group prices available on request.

Purchase tickets online

659 First Americans Blvd Oklahoma City, OK 73129
(405) 594-2100 | FAMok.org

MARTIN LUTHER KING AVE
FIRST AMERICANS BLVD
SE 15TH ST
RENO AVE

ONE PLACE, MANY NATIONS.

WINIKO: LIFE OF AN OBJECT
Selections from the Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian along with newly commissioned objects offer an opportunity to understand the importance of the creation, collection and continued relevance of cultural materials today.

OKLA HOMMA
Located in the Tribal Nations Gallery of the South Wing of First Americans Museum, OKLA HOMMA shares the stories of all 39 tribes in Oklahoma today.

Thirty Nine Restaurant & Arbor Café
Choose from two dining options. Both feature unique modern cuisine inspired by Native ingredients and tribally-specific dishes.

Xchange & FAM Theaters
Experience live performances, demonstrations and film in intimate theater spaces that offer a glimpse into thriving First Americans cultures.

Touch to Above
Touch to Above welcomes visitors in the courtyard. Artwork by Bill Glass, Jr. and Demos Glass (Cherokee)

TOUCH TO ABOVE
A project of the Oklahoma Arts Council’s Art in Public Places/Art in Education cooperation with Native American Cultural and Educational Authority.

Thirty Nine Restaurant

FAMstore
Featuring FAM exclusive items created by premiere First American artists that can only be found at FAM. There is also an amazing selection of one-of-a-kind jewelry, basketry, pottery, textiles and Native-inspired products.

SHOP | DINE | LEARN
First Americans Museum celebrates our shared American history through the collective stories of 39 Tribal Nations in Oklahoma today.

Something for everyone. Exhibits, public & educational programming including: classes, camps, workshops, films and demonstrations.

FAM remains open as construction continues around the museum.